Mumbai
22/7/03

My dear Spencer

10 pm. I am just reading
the last lot of proofs read
today. All Page 83 are remarks
about "Miniwedla". The Equal
significance of who as could not
succeed. I am strongly of opinion
that it represents the legal
as well as every son - before it quite
made its appearance - in the
afterglow just as The Dome
goes down in the evening. The
Juliet's attempts - Cordelia's - to reclaim
its meaning recurred to me just
and I remember Julian holding
his watch for the light at sundown,
that longs passion my daylight.
The whole thing represents I feel.
The Queen and I were the guests of a friend, and I had an opportunity to meet her and her family. She was most hospitable and welcoming. The evening was filled with laughter and good conversation.

I must add that my visit was brief, but it was refreshing to be out in the world again. I plan to return soon and explore more of the city. Perhaps you would like to join me?